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The CONTENTS.

An Introduction to the Eleventh Year of these Tracts. A Breviary of M. Picart: Account concerning the Measure of the Earth; compared with what hath been done hitherto upon that Subject. Extracts of three Letters: The one of M. Hugens, about a New Invention of very exact and portable Watches, serving to find the Longitudes both at Sea and Land: The second, of Dr. Swammerdam, touching an Un-usual Rupture of the Mesentery: The third, containing some Observations of Mr. Lister about the Star-stones; together with Mr. Ray's annotations thereon. An Ac-count of two Books: 1. Les dix Livres de Architecture de VITRUVE, corrigez, & traduits nouvellement en Francois, avec des Notes & Figures; par Claude Perrault. 2. Dissertatio de Carentia Sensus & Cognitionis in Brutis, A. Anno le Grand.
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Microscopical Observations of Mr. Leewenhoek concerning the Optic Nerve. Other Microscopical Observations made by the same about the Texture of the Blood, the Sap of some Plants, the Figure of Sugar and Salt, and the probable cause of the difference of their Tastes. Some Optical Assertions concerning the Rain-bow, by the Learned Franciscus Linus. Observations of the last Eclipse of the Moon, made at Paris. A Letter of Signor Gallini, relating to the foregoing Observations. An Extract of a Letter sent by Mr. Lister, but written by Mr. Jeffop, concerning Damps; to which are added some Relations about odd Worms, voided by Children. Some Observations made by Sir George Makenzie in Scotland, concerning Earths, and Agriculture; as also some remarkable Herbs, and Molucco-beans met with on the shoar of the Western Isles of that Kingdom. An Extract of a Letter of Mr. Listers, containing some Observations made at the Barbadoes. An account of some Books: I. Marcelli Malpighii ANATOME PLANTA RUM; cum Appendice de OVO INCUBATO: II. Epistolae ad D. Joelem Langelottum de ACIDIS & ALCALI IN SUFICIENTIA ad gerundam minus Principiorum Corporum Naturalium. III. ZYMOLOGIA CHYMICA, or a Discourse of FERMENTATION, from a New Hypothesis of ACIDUM and SULPHUR; with an Appendix of the Sulphur-Bath at Knaresborough, by William Sympson, M.D.
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A Continuation of the Experiments made in the Air-pump by Monsieur Hugens and M. Papin at Paris; which are about the Preservation of Bodies. A Letter of Mr. Flamsteed to Sir Jonas Moor, containing his Observation of the late Lunar Eclipse on Decemb. 21. Mr. Franc. Linus his Letter to the Publisher, being a Reply to a Letter formerly printed by way of Answer to another of the said Mr. Linus, which relates to the Newtonian Theory of Light and Colours. Mr. Newtons Considerations in two Letters on the said Reply, together with further Directions how to make the Experiments controverted aright. An Accoont of some Books: I. PHARMACEUTICÆ RATIONALIS, sive Diatriba de Medicamentorum Operationibus in Humano corpore, Pars Secunda; Auth. Th. Willis M. D. &c. II. COLLEGII M EXPERIMENTALIS, sive CURIUS SUM, in quo primaria hujus Seculi Inventa & Experimenta Physico-Mathematica spectanda exhibuit & ad causas suas naturales demonstrativa methodo reduxit Joh. Christophor. Sturmian P. P. Norimberga. III. ENGLANDS IMPROVEMENT, in two parts, by Roger Coke. IV. The Colledge of Physitians Vindicated, and the True State of PHYSTICK in this Nation faithfully represented by Charles Goodall, M. D.